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ABSTRACT

With the rise of immersive virtual reality and telepresence, it is important to understand the factors that contribute to creating an optimal user experience. In particular, there are divergent recommendations for setting camera heights in virtual contexts that facilitate telepresence. Therefore, we conducted a 2x2 mixed-design experiment with 93 college students asking them to select their preferred camera height when varying camera placement (overhead, chest) and the presence of human avatars (present, not present). We found that while camera placement did not have a significant effect of preferred camera height, the presence of avatars (increased height preference) and gender (women preferred lower heights) were significant. Our results provide evidence that factors within a virtual environment and individual differences influence users' preferences of camera height. Thus, systems designed for immersive virtual reality and telepresence should customize camera height based on these factors.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Immersive Virtual Reality (VR) is making a resurgence with the release of more affordable, consumer-grade hardware such as the HTC Vive head-mounted display (HMD); the advent of 360° / panoramic cameras such as the Ricoh Theta V; and the ease of access to content hosting platforms such as YouTube. With these tools, even novice users are able to create immersive content and share these experiences with others. For instance, there is a recent trend in which people (or “streamers”) wear cameras on their body, and live-stream their environment while walking around their physical surroundings. This setup allows a viewer to receive an immersive tour of any given remote location that has a streamer within it. As such, this interaction is a form of telepresence, which is the ability to perceive and/or interact with a remote environment, as if being there [26]. This kind of telepresence has been applied for activities such as shopping [5], running [1], and sightseeing [6], among others.

A primary objective of immersive VR and telepresence is to make the experience as natural as possible, as if the viewer was actually present in the remote or virtual environment. One factor that can greatly influence the users’ experience is the point-of-view in which the viewer interacts; depending on how tall the camera is, the view may or may not be optimal for the audience. It is thus increasingly important to understand what factors contribute to an enjoyable experience for all. As such, previous efforts have studied optimal camera placement on the body (e.g., overhead, shoulder, or chest) [33], and have found that those which have the most unoccluded view (e.g. overhead rather than on the shoulder) accommodate the most opportunity for exploration, and are thus preferred most.

Meanwhile, others have studied the effect of third-party avatars on distance perception within a given virtual environment (VE). Some have found that these avatars do not have an effect [2, 32], but Langbehn et al. revealed that they help to provide a sense of scale within a VE [21]. Given the importance of camera height, camera placement, and the presence of human avatars within a VE, we aim to understand how these factors influence one another. Additionally, we are interested in how individual differences, such as a users’ height and gender, play a role in their optimal camera height preference. Previous efforts suggest that camera height is relatively arbitrary, and that the optimal height for all users is approximately 150cm [16, 41]. Building upon these previous works, in this paper we allow users to manually set the camera height in various conditions. We ask the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: What factors (camera placement and avatar presence) are important for determining optimal camera height based on user preference?
- **RQ2**: What individual differences (gender, user height) play a role in determining user preference of camera height?
- **RQ3**: What is the acceptable range (shortest, preferred, tallest) of user-selected camera heights based on the factors and individual differences above?

To answer these research questions, we conducted a 2x2 mixed-design experiment with 93 participants, with a within-subjects factor of Camera Placement, and a between-subjects factor of Avatar Presence. While viewing an immersive VE that simulated a telepresence experience with a body-worn 360° camera, participants were asked to manually set the height of the camera according to what they felt was most natural to them. Additionally, we asked them to identify...
their shortest and tallest preferred camera heights. Results show that Camera Placement was not a significant factor that influenced height preference, but human avatar presence was significant; when avatars were present, participants preferred taller camera heights. The average camera height preference for men when avatars were present was around 160cm; but, women preferred a shorter height - approximately 140cm. When avatars were not present, average camera height preferences were approximately 145cm and 120cm, respectively. Actual user height was not found to play a role in height preferences. Lastly, the average thresholds for acceptable height were approximately +/- 40cm from a user’s natural height selections.

Our work contributes a user-centric approach to understanding camera height preferences within an immersive VE, with a call to consider individual differences instead of choosing a “one-size-fits-all” solution. Though our research agenda targets optimal camera height parameters for telepresence viewers, and though there is strong conceptual overlap between telepresence and virtual reality, we acknowledge that we cannot directly generalize our results to the real world. Since the use of a VE allows us to keep external variables constant, we elect to conduct our research in this simulation, while being cautious to make direct claims for the real world. Our main contributions include the following:

- Our work is the first to examine user preference of camera height relative to camera placement and the presence of avatars.
- We found that the virtual context (presence of human avatars), rather than the physical placement of the camera on the host, had a significant influence on users’ preferred camera height.
- We also highlight the importance of taking into account individual differences, specifically gender, when customizing virtual telepresence user experiences to meet users’ needs.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first synthesize the literature that demonstrates why camera height is an important factor to consider when studying immersive virtual telepresence and its relation to camera placement. Next, we highlight how judging distances within VR may affect preferred camera height and how the presence of human avatars may help users more accurately judge height.

2.1 Immersive Telepresence and Virtual Reality

Considerable work has been done at the intersection of VR and telepresence, and the two are strongly linked. Regarding traditional telepresence, Minsky hypothesized that telecommunications could allow a worker to perform duties over long distances through use of a robotic platform linked to telecommunications [26]. Over time, this definition has broadened to include any interaction that facilitates the perception and/or manipulation of a remote environment, as if actually there. For instance, telepresence includes popular video-chat applications such as Zoom and Skype, which are typically used on flat screens such as laptops and smartphones. However, the user can experience a more immersive interaction with the use of a VR HMD. By wearing an HMD, a user blocks out the “real” world, and is enveloped in the one they are viewing [46, 52].

VR HMDs are typically used to provide users with a way to explore a virtual world from a first-person point of view; as they move their head, the viewpoint changes intuitively [23]. VEs are often created with computer graphics, but they are not always fictional. With the release of 360° imaging hardware such as the Ricoh Theta V, any real environment can be captured and replicated as a virtual world. With proper equipment, a remote environment can be captured, digitized, transmitted, and reconstructed in VR, in real-time - and in this way, an immersive telepresence experience can be shared with someone across the globe.

As such, VR and telepresence heavily overlap. VR has been used to simulate real-life experiences for a variety of use cases, including surgery [44], flight [53], warfare [4], robotics [7], and even Augmented Reality [36]. In this paper, we use VR to simulate a simple immersive telepresence experience. As both use egocentric points of view, and as VR allows us to control external variables, we find VR to be a natural testbed for our research goals.

2.2 Immersive Telepresence Camera Placement

A common feature of virtual reality films generated with 360° cameras is the inclusion of a static, unmoving tripod to capture surroundings. This allows a user to explore a particular view without any occlusion, and prevents simulator sickness caused by a disagreement between the visual and vestibular systems [15]. Though effective, the video is typically constrained to previously-recorded footage. For a more personal experience, people can live-stream a video feed to another while moving about an environment. To free their hands during this interaction, streamers tend to wear a camera somewhere on their body.

A variety of camera placements have emerged in the body-worn telepresence community, including on or above the head [10–12, 27, 28, 48], on the shoulder [13, 18–20, 43, 51], and on the chest [3, 9, 50], among others. For a given streamer, though, placing the camera in these locations affects the view height, and it also changes the quality of view. From a recent study, it is recommended to place the camera on a bodily position that will offer the viewer maximal exploration capabilities, e.g. over the streamer’s head [33]. However, it is not yet clear how the height of the streamer (and thus the resulting height of the camera) affects user experience.

Other researchers have studied the importance of camera height directly, and a noticeable trend is the recommendation of a “one-size-fits-all” value, not accounting for individual differences of users. Many divergent recommendations have been issued for static shots or pictures, such as keeping the camera “eye-level with your subject” [47], “at chest-level” [22], or at “person-height” [35]. Keskinen et al. found that optimal camera height is around 150cm [16], and Rothe et al. suggested a height of 156cm if the user is standing [41], but these were for static, unmoving cameras.

Building upon this prior work, we aim to understand optimal camera height from a user-centric point of view. Since telepresence with a human streamer affords a moving viewpoint, we conducted a study in which the camera is constantly moving through a visually rich environment. As we are interested in user preference, we had our participants freely manipulate and select heights in real time. Additionally, we measured their Tallest and Shortest height preferences in order to understand if there is an acceptable range of heights that
would suffice for an immersive telepresence experience. Since it is very difficult for a human streamer to wear a camera and have it be at a specific height, it is important to know how much deviation from a “natural” height is acceptable.

### 2.3 Distance Estimation in Virtual Reality

In order to accurately judge camera height in a virtual environment, one must be able to estimate distance. The virtual reality community has perennially studied human ability to perceive and estimate distances in VEs, and a common theme from the emerging literature is that humans tend to underestimate distances while wearing an HMD [29, 39]. Since immersive telepresence viewers may use VR equipment, we suspect that they will be subject to this problem, and it will manifest itself in the form of height underestimation.

There are a variety of factors which affect distance perception; for instance, there are some which are specific to the VR hardware. It has been shown that higher graphical fidelity increases accuracy [34, 49], and manipulating interpupillary distance (IPD) of an HMD affects judgments [17]. A recent work suggests that with technological advances in HMDs (e.g. better screen resolution), the perceptual gap will shrink [14]. Thus, over time, better HMDs will help to reduce this difference. However, hardware characteristics only explain a piece of the problem. It has been shown that environmental contexts can also affect distance perception. Some work has found that, in VR, human self-avatars (first-person characters that represent a user) give a frame of reference and thus increase accuracy [24, 30]. Third party human avatars may also affect distance perception; some research suggest that they do not help alleviate this issue [2, 32], but others have shown that scale is interpreted differently depending on their presence [21, 37]. Though scale and distance are not quite the same, they are related; our work in part helps to determine the effect of human avatars on height judgment calls.

We acknowledge that users are generally less adept at estimating distances while wearing a VR HMD, and we suspect that this phenomenon will translate to immersive telepresence experiences. We thus recall these previous findings and, as appropriate, eliminate them as variables in our study. We use a high-resolution HMD (HTC Vive) and change IPD as needed per participant; and, as a self-avatar is similar to a telepresence streamer, we keep one visible at all times. We also manipulate third-party avatar presence as an independent variable to help understand how camera height preferences shift with varying social environments. Since various contexts can have an effect on optimal camera heights for telepresence, it is pertinent to understand the influence third party members have on an experience.

### 3 METHODS

Previous research efforts have shown how various factors impact user experience, including camera placement [33], and the presence of human avatars [2, 21, 24]. We based our study on these factors and applied a user-centric approach by letting participants identify their own preferred camera height. On demand, our participants could increase or decrease the height of the camera in a simulated telepresence experience.

### 3.1 Study Design

We conducted a 2x2 mixed-design experiment with independent variables (IVs) of Camera Placement and Avatar Presence. The Camera Placement variable was a within-subjects factor and had 2 levels based on previous work - “Overhead,” where the camera is mounted above the avatar’s head, and “Chest,” where the camera is mounted on the avatar’s chest [33]. Both were first-person views, i.e. the user could rotate the view by simply moving their head. The Avatar Presence variable had 2 levels - Present and Absent - and was between-subjects to prevent a learning effect. In the Avatars Present condition, all third-party human avatars were visible. In the Absent condition, they were invisible, with the exception of the streamer. We used this variable because we anticipated participants making height judgment calls using human avatars as a frame of reference, as per Langbehn et al. [21]. We randomly assigned participants to their corresponding group and condition order, in a counter-balanced design. Our study received IRB approval.

### 3.2 Using Virtual Reality to Simulate Immersive Telepresence

Our study is comparable to those of Keskinen et al. [16] and Rothe et al. [41], who used real 360° footage from different heights (approx. 10cm steps) from a tripod-mounted camera. Their research was related to static 360° video, and thus they used real, prerecorded footage. Our research interests focus on mobile telepresence, and here we simulate a live-streamed 360° camera using a VE, due to the many external and possibly confounding factors which can hinder our measurements.

First, as we are interested in telepresence, we must consider how the camera is worn by a moving person instead of static on a tripod. With a single actor, it is nigh impossible to maintain a constant walking gait for a number of video clips (i.e., people have different walking motions [42], which could confound a study). Second, we must also consider the height of the streamer. In order to preserve camera placement while manipulating height, we would need to enlist multiple actors of incremental height, which confounds visual identity of the streamer in addition to exacerbating the walking gait problem. We considered alternatives to help alleviate this issue - one idea was the development of an actuated, mobile platform on which the same person could stand (thus changing their height while preserving visual identity); another was shrouding actors with a sheet, to hide their faces and bodies. Both of these do not completely solve the above issues, and perhaps worse still, depart from any semblance of telepresence. We thus decided to simulate a 360° camera in a VR setting, allowing us to reasonably overcome these aforementioned problems.

### 3.3 Apparatus

We used a “Showroom Environment” found on the Unity Asset Store [45], as a template to build our VE. The showroom comes with hangers for paintings and low pedestals for sculptures. Sight-seeing tours (real or virtual) are common VR experiences [25, 48], so we used the environment to build a fictitious one. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the environment.

On the hangers, we placed images of famous paintings, such as Mona Lisa, The Starry Night, and The Kiss, finding a mixture of
small, medium, and large paintings. We found the exact dimensions for each painting on the internet, and used these values to scale the paintings so that they were life-sized. The center of each painting was at a height of 177cm measured from the floor. In total we used 15 famous paintings. On the pedestals, we placed a variety of everyday objects which we believed would provide familiarity and thus a frame of reference for size. For instance, we added a can of Pepsi, a soccer ball, and a Mac computer. The pedestals were each approximately 69cm tall, measured from the floor, and the sculptures were of varying size. In total, we used 12 sculptures on the pedestals. On the floor, we laid out ornate rugs to provide more interesting stimuli below eye level, using various textures found online. In total, there were 6 ornate rugs.

In addition to these stimuli, our environment had two male and two female human avatars. Both male avatars were approximately 175cm tall, and both females were approximately 163cm tall, following average height in the United States [8]. Third-party avatar height was kept constant for all participants in our study. These avatars did not move except for a simple “breathing” animation. All stimuli were mapped symmetrically in the environment. In our environment, a virtual human (the Ethan model from Unity3D tutorials) provided a social telepresence experience to our users. This simulated streamer walked the scene at a constant speed, in a box-shaped path around the room. In this way, we were able to keep navigation constant in our study. If the user looked around, they would be able to see the streamer’s face and body.

There are numerous 360° cameras available for professional and consumer purchase, and we created a 6-camera rig in Unity3D. This, combined with the 3D effect afforded by VR, is not unlike the Vuze+ stereo 3D camera1. Further, we applied the following Unity3D post-processing techniques (to be consistent with the study by Pfeil et al. [33]), resulting in the common visual artifacts seen when live streaming multi-lens camera feeds:

- **Antialiasing** (Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing)
- **Ambient Occlusion** (Intensity = 0.3; Sample Count = Medium; Downsampling Enabled)
- **Motion Blur** (Shutter Angle = 270; Sample Count = 10; Frame Blending = 0)
- **Grain** (Intensity = 0.5; Luminance Contribution = 0.8; Size = 0.7; Colored Enabled)

We used the 2017.3.0f3 version of Unity3D to display our VE. It was displayed using a VR-ready laptop with Windows 10, Intel core i7-7700HQ at 2.8GHz, with 12GB of RAM, with an Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060. The HTC Vive was used for our study, and the users were given an HTC Vive controller to provide inputs as appropriate.

### 3.4 Procedure

Recruited participants were seated inside of the HTC Vive play area. We collected demographics and explained the purpose of the study. We noted the height of the participant and subtracted the difference between their eyes and the top of their head (approx. 15cm) to record their Eye Height. Following, we explained that their objective was to manipulate the height until it felt the most natural to them, and to identify how tall and how short the camera could go, before it negatively affected their experience.

We randomized and logged the initial camera height; the HTC Vive play area was minimized such that participants’ head motions (aside from rotation) would not cause a change in camera placement. Thus, user height did not cause a change in display. Using the random initial height, we correspondingly scaled the virtual streamer, such that the camera remained in the same place on its body during the study. For purposes of our study, we assumed camera stabilization; i.e., the streamer’s walking gait had no effect on the camera, except for when the avatar turned a corner. Inside the VE, the streamer walked around the museum one full rotation before we asked any questions, to let users familiarize themselves with the environment. After the streamer completed the round, we gave the participant an HTC Vive controller. By clicking on the top or bottom of the thumb pad, they could increase or decrease the camera height by 2.54cm (1 inch), respectively. The virtual streamer scaled with the camera, so to be visually consistent. When the user increased the camera height, the streamer became taller. When the user decreased the height, the streamer became shorter. The streamer continued walking in the museum at a constant speed, regardless of scale.

For the participants in the Avatars Absent conditions, we removed the male and female avatars completely from their view, except for the simulated streamer. For the participants in the Avatars Present conditions, these were visible to our participants. The height for each of these third-party avatars remained constant across all runs. We did not inform the participants how tall these avatars were, instead drawing out their responses through their own perception of the environment.

We then asked the user to adjust the camera until it arrives at the most natural height for them; we logged this value. Next, we asked them to slowly increase the camera height until the view started to become too tall; we logged this value. We then manually reset the camera height to the value corresponding to the “most natural” height, and then asked the participant to slowly lower the view until it started to become too short; we logged this value. After collecting the data, we reset the environment and toggled the Camera Placement to the next condition, repeating these steps. The time to complete the

---

1 https://vuze.camera/camera/vuze-plus-camera
The study was approximately 15 minutes, and participants were given 5 USD in cash.

### 3.5 Research Hypotheses

There are a number of factors which can play a role in determining a user’s preferred camera height. Pfeil et al. found that different camera placements on a streamer’s body affect user perception of height [33]; multiple researchers found that third-party avatars help to provide a sense of scale [21, 37] in a VE; and, expectedly, camera height preferences should scale with a user’s actual height. As such, we hypothesize the following:

- **H1**: Participants will prefer significantly lower camera heights when the camera is placed overhead.
- **H2**: Participants will prefer significantly lower camera heights when avatars are not present.
- **H3**: A participant's height will be significantly associated with their preferred camera height.
- **H4**: Females will prefer a significantly lower camera height than males.

### 3.6 Dependent Variables and Data Analysis Approach

As noted in our procedure, we collected data points from each user per condition. These data points were how tall the camera was in the environment, in centimeters. Per condition, we measured the user’s height selections for **Natural**, **Tallest**, and **Shortest**. We used a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality to determine if our dependent variables were normally distributed, and they were (Natural: $p = .099$; Tallest: $p = .186$; Shortest: $p = .139$). To address our research hypotheses, we conducted an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), with **Camera Placement** and **Avatar Presence** as fixed factors, and participant height and gender as covariates. Additionally, we use descriptive statistics in order to detail the acceptable range of camera heights.

### 3.7 Subjects

We recruited 97 college students from the University of Central Florida using an email blast, but we identified 4 who gave us outlier data points (values outside of three standard deviations); we removed them. Our resulting participant pool consisted of 63 males and 30 females. Their age range was from 18 to 44 (M = 22.2; SD = 4.17). We measured participant eye-height; the range was 135 cm to 180 cm (M = 159 cm; SD = 10.7 cm), following a normal distribution; see Figure 2 for an illustration of participant height. All participants had normal vision, or they wore corrective lenses during the study. On a 5pt scale (1 = Never, 5 = Very Frequent), the mean VR experience among our users was 2.1 (SD = 1.3).

### 4 RESULTS

We first present the descriptive characteristics of our data, followed by hypothesis testing using a repeated-measures ANCOVA.

#### 4.1 Descriptive Statistics

Tables 1 and 2 describe the mean heights and standard deviations for our dependent variables (DVs). On average, when human avatars were absent, participants set the height of the camera closer to the floor. Further, the participant responses for preferred camera height has far less variance when avatars were present in the scene; see Figure 3. Additionally and expectedly, men set the camera heights taller than women. Further, our participants mainly set the camera only slightly higher in the Overhead conditions.
Figure 3: Scatterplots of user preferred camera height to actual eye height, by Gender. Left: Avatars Absent conditions. Right: Avatars Present Condition. Blue lines illustrates 1:1 ratio. In the presence of avatars, our participants clustered their responses closer towards their actual height than when avatars were absent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect on Natural Height</th>
<th>ANCOVA Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>$F(1, 89) = 0.541, p = .464, \eta^2_p = .006$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>$F(1, 89) = 18.12, p &lt; .001, \eta^2_p = .169$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG</td>
<td>$F(1, 89) = 12.48, p &lt; .001, \eta^2_p = .123$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH</td>
<td>$F(1, 89) = 0.331, p = .567, \eta^2_p = .004$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction Effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP * AP</td>
<td>$F(1, 89) = 0.269, p = .606, \eta^2_p = .003$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP * UH</td>
<td>$F(1, 89) = 0.391, p = .533, \eta^2_p = .004$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP * UG</td>
<td>$F(1, 89) = 0.664, p = .417, \eta^2_p = .007$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results from a Repeated Measures ANCOVA regarding effects of Camera Placement (CP), Avatar Presence (AP), User Gender (UG), and User Height (UH) on Natural Height Preference

4.2 Hypothesis Testing Results (RQ1 & RQ2)

We performed hypothesis testing using a repeated measures ANCOVA; Table 3 summarizes our statistical findings. Camera Placement was a within-subjects variable, and Avatar Presence was a between-subjects variable. Participants’ gender and eye height were treated as covariates.

To test H1, which was that participants would compensate for seeing a streamer under them in the Overhead condition, we tested the main effect of Camera Placement. We did not find a significant main effect of Camera Placement ($F(1, 89) = 0.541, p = .464, \eta^2_p = .006$), which means that users’ preference of camera height did not vary based on the camera being placed overhead or on the streamer’s chest.

To test H2, which was that third-party avatars would provide a sense of scale and thus lead to users selecting a camera height closer to their own height, we tested the main effect of Avatar Presence. We found a significant main effect ($F(1, 89) = 18.12, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .169$), such that the absence of avatars lead to users setting the camera height lower to the ground. This also indicates that the presence of avatars helps users to select heights closer to their own.

To test H3, which was that participants would prefer a camera height that is closer to their own, we tested the main effect of User Height. We did not find a significant main effect ($F(1, 89) = 0.331, p = .567, \eta^2_p = .004$), which indicates that a user’s height did not directly influence their camera height selections.

To test H4, which was that females would prefer a lower camera height than males, we tested the main effect of Gender. We found a significant main effect ($F(1, 89) = 0.331, p = .567, \eta^2_p = .004$), such that women did select lower camera heights than men.

We did not find any significant interactions among our variables.
4.3 Analysis of Height Preference Thresholds (RQ3)

To address our RQ3, we analyzed the responses given by our participants for their Tallest and Shortest heights. This assists us in determining the average range of acceptable camera heights; see Figure 4 for illustration. When avatars were absent, the average Tallest height thresholds were 167.9cm for females (SD = 47.6cm), and 188.4cm for males (SD = 44.9cm), and the average Shortest height thresholds were 77.5cm (SD = 35.8cm) and 100.2cm (SD = 30.7cm), respectively. This results in an average range of acceptable heights that is approximately 90cm wide for both men and women.

When avatars were present in the scene, the average Tallest height thresholds were 184.1cm for females (SD = 27.1cm), and 197.9cm for males (SD = 35.8cm), and the average Shortest height thresholds were 114.1cm (SD = 23.7cm) and 122.4cm (SD = 25.1cm), respectively. This results in an average range of acceptable heights that is approximately 72cm wide for both men and women.

Both of these results indicate that the acceptable range of camera heights is very wide. These ranges completely encompass average human height in the United States minus 3 standard deviations [8]; but, only in the Avatars Present conditions do we find the range to encompass average human height plus 2 standard deviations. This means that any given viewer should have an agreeable user experience, if the streamer wears the camera at their eye level or below.

5 DISCUSSION

Our results offer various insights into optimizing camera height for user experiences. In this section, we describe our recommendations for telepresence designers, which include considerations for individual differences and various social environments.

5.1 Contextual Cues within the Environment Matter More Than Camera Placement

Our results indicate that avatars in view of the camera provide a significant frame of reference, strongly affecting a user’s preferred camera height selection (H2). It is important to consider the social landscape when conducting an immersive experience. If it is known to have people walking around (e.g. a popular art museum, concert, or sports venue), it becomes more appropriate to set the camera height closer to the viewer’s natural height. In a socially empty scene (e.g. nature trail), camera height becomes more arbitrary. Additionally, our study uses a novel approach in the light of VR distance underestimation, and though our task was unique compared to previous efforts, our results corroborate with prior findings that avatars indeed provide a strong frame of reference [21, 37].

Per work by Aseeri et al., changes in the scale of third-party avatars do not seem to have an effect on distance estimation. They created a life-like 3D model of one of the researchers for their study and found that their measurements were unaffected when comparing the normal scale of the model to an increased or decreased scale (+/- 20%) [2]. An interesting contrast between our works is that their participants met the researcher in-person prior to the study (and thus had a true frame of reference for the 3D model), whereas in our study, our participants were not given any prior knowledge of the avatars - they used their intuition to choose camera height in the presence of these avatars. Yet, by simply seeing these avatars in the scene, our participants were able to cluster their responses closer to their own height. The 20% buffer as described by Aseeri et al. is quite large; for our selected avatars which were scaled to average human height in the United States, a 20% difference would encompass more than 3 standard deviations from the mean [8]. This suggests that human avatar height is somewhat arbitrary when designing a VE, at least when considering the problem of distance underestimation. Assuming these findings translate to real-world telepresence cases, we would not expect any drop-off in user experience in socially-crowded scenes which are diverse in human height. The main consideration, then, is the presence vs. absence of third-party humans.

We also found that bodily camera placement on a streamer is not a significant factor that influences user height selections. This contradicts prior work in which an Overhead camera placement influenced participants to believe the camera was taller than it actually was [33]. Our intuition tells us that this finding stems from a difference of study procedure. In the previous study by Pfeil et al., participants were shown three unique camera heights (users’ natural height and +/- 30cm) from the perspective of three bodily placements [33]; in our study, participants had the ability to change height at will, at 2.54cm increments. By allowing participants to explore heights in-depth, we expect that our study elicited more accurate personal preferences.

5.2 Gender Differences Matter

Although we anticipated our user-centered procedure to draw out user height as a significant factor (H3), our results corroborate with previous literature in that it is not [16]. We did find that user gender is a significant factor to consider when developing an immersive experience; this does not seem to be due to psychological differences, but rather due to natural physiological differences between the sexes which manifested in our participant sample. Expectedly, men chose heights approximately 20cm taller than women prefer (H4), and while this is a seemingly obvious finding (as height is correlated with gender), to our knowledge, no recommendations in prior literature for optimizing camera height have considered this gender difference. Our results show that, when possible, VR experiences could be tuned to the different sexes. In both academic literature and online articles pertaining to 360° film, it is currently suggested to set the camera at a static height [16, 22, 35, 41], but our findings indicate females would want a different view compared to males, to provide a more natural feeling. As such, we recommend immersive experience designers to consider this difference, to provide optimal user experiences for all, instead of a one-size-fits-all approach.

5.3 Identifying Appropriate Telepresence Streamers

Our study points to a large buffer of acceptable camera heights for telepresence. This means that for any given user viewing a camera feed in VR, there is a wide range of acceptable streamers who can provide a positive viewing experience; and, since camera placement does not seem to influence preferred view height, a given streamer can adjust a body-worn camera as needed, without worrying about negatively affecting the view quality. The main consideration, then, is
the ability to freely explore the environment unoccluded. In general telepresence use, we are confident that average human height will not detract from the experience. However, we acknowledge that there are prominent use cases in which the streamers will push past these thresholds. For instance, the National Basketball Association (NBA) has been ramping up court-side live-streaming for VR [31], and we expect that in the future, we will see players wear cameras to provide first-person viewpoints of a game. Since the average player height in the 2018-2019 season was over 200cm [38], which is outside the “acceptable” range of camera heights found here, we suspect a drop-off in terms of user experience. More work is needed to help understand how people react to large gaps in height between viewer and streamer.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work

We would like to acknowledge the limitations of our work that can inform future research. First, our study merged related work in immersive body-worn telepresence within a virtual reality context. Therefore, our findings inform researchers and designers on understanding users’ camera height preference in the context of a simulated virtual environment. However, while this work might inform future work on human-to-human immersive telepresence, we cannot verify the generalization of our findings to the real world. As such, an area of future inquiry would be to replicate this study in a real context, instead of a VE, to see if our results withstand.

Additionally, within the SAP community, distance estimation tasks are usually constructed through blind-walking, bean-bag tossing, or verbal judgment calls [14, 29, 32, 37]. We are more interested in general scenarios moving towards immersive telepresence, and here offer a more user-centric measurement. However, our study did not include a measure for user satisfaction. Rather, we used self-selected camera height as a proxy for their personal preference.

In our future studies, we would like to incorporate both user-selected choice and measures of user satisfaction to better compare our results to the previous findings of Keskinen et al. [16]. Further, in our study, participants were asked to remain seated, as the disconnect between the visual and vestibular systems could have caused them to lose balance and fall. As such, we did not measure if a viewer’s position (seated vs. standing) had an effect on participant response. In future work, we plan on designing a safe procedure to measure this potential outcome.

Lastly, we acknowledge that in our study and in previous studies ([16, 41]), the majority of participants were male. Though our findings suggest that gender has a statistical influence on camera height preference, we note that our sample of 93 participants had very little overlap between male and female sub-populations. As such, an implication for future work is to perform stratified sampling near the mean of participant height for men and women, so to ensure that there is not a drastic difference in sub-populations. In addition, we need to consider other individual differences not identified by our work. As immersive telepresence is projected to be used by a wide variety of people, it is important to understand how different populations will have different camera height preferences.

6 CONCLUSION

Previous research on setting camera height in 360° film and immersive VR tried to find “one-size-fits-all” values, but we have shown that there are multiple factors which influence this design decision. VR and telepresence designers should consider the social landscape of the intended scene. Additionally, we show that the natural physiologic difference between men and women may warrant different height choices. In a telepresence scenario, we expect that we can accommodate these differences by having a streamer wearing a camera on different parts of the body, without affecting quality of view in terms of height. Overall, in VR and in social telepresence applications, there seems to be a wide buffer of acceptable camera heights which can still accommodate a natural viewing experience. Therefore, we do not anticipate a loss of quality with a small deviation within this buffer.
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